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Abstract. This paper presents a new algorithm for efficiently verifying timed 
systems. The new algorithm represents timing information using geometric re- 
gions and explores the timed state space by considering partially ordered sets of 
events rather than linear sequences. This approach avoids the explosion of timed 
states typical of highly concurrent systems by dramatically reducing the ratio of 
timed states to untimed states in a system. A general class of timed systems which 
include both event and level causality can be specified and verified. This algo- 
rithm is applied to several recent timed benchmarks showing orders of magnitude 
improvement in runtime and memory usage. 

1 Introduction 

The fundamental difficulty in verification is controlling the state explosion problem. 
The state spaces involved in verifying reasonably sized systems are large even if the 
timing behavior of the system is not considered. The problem gets even more complex 
when verification is done on timed systems. However, verification with timing is crucial 
to applications such as asynchronous circuits and real-time systems. 

A number of techniques have been proposed to deal with state explosion. Ap- 
proaches have been proposed that use stubborn sets [1], partial orders [2], or unfold- 
ing [3]. These techniques reduces the number of states explored by considering only a 
subset of the possible interleavings between events. These approaches have been suc- 
cessful, but they only deal with untimed verification. 

The state space of timed systems is even larger than the state space of untimed 
systems and has been more difficult to reduce. The representation of the timing infor- 
mation has a huge impact on the growth of the state space. Timing behavior can either 
be modeled continuously (i.e., dense-time), where the timers in the system can take 
on any value between their lower and upper bounds, or discretely, where timers can 
only take on values that are multiples of a discredzation constant. Discrete time has the 
advantage that the timing analysis technique is simpler and implicit techniques can be 
easily applied to improve performance [4, 5]. However, the state space explodes if the 
delay ranges are large and the discretization constant is set small enough to ensure exact 
exploration of the state space. 
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Continuous time techniques eliminate the need for a discretization constant by 
breaking the infinite continuous timed state space into equivalence classes. All tim- 
ing assignments within an equivalence class lead to the same behavior and do not need 
to be explored separately. In order to reduce the size of the state space, the size of the 
equivalence classes should be as large as possible. In the unit-cube (or region) approach 
[6], timed states with the same integral clock values and a particular linear ordering of 
the fractional values of the clocks are considered equivalent. Although this approach 
eliminates the need to discretize time, the number of timed states is dependent on the 
size of the delay ranges and can explode if they are large. 

Another approach to continuous time is to represent the equivalence classes as con- 
vex geometric regions (or zones) [7-9]. These geometric regions can be represented by 
sets of linear inequalities (also known as difference bound matrices or DBMs). These 
larger equivalence classes can often result in smaller state spaces than those generated 
by the unit-cube approach. 

While geometric methods are efficient for some problems, their complexity can be 
worse than either discrete or unit-cube methods when analyzing highly concurrent sys- 
tems. The number of geometric regions can explode with these approaches since each 
untimed state has at least one geometric region associated with it for every firing se- 
quence that can result in that state. In highly concurrent systems where many interleav- 
ings are possible, the number of geometric regions per untimed state can be huge. Some 
researchers [ 10--12] have attacked this problem by reducing the number of interleavings 
explored using the partial order techniques developed for untimed systems. These al- 
gorithms reduce verification time by exploring only part of the timed state space, but 
this may limit the timing properties that can be verified. While reducing the number of 
interleavings is useful, in [10, 11] one region is still required for every firing sequence 
explored to reach a state. If most interleavings need to be explored, these techniques 
could still result in state explosion. 

The algorithm presented in [ 13, 14] significantly reduces the number of regions per 
untimed state by using partially ordered sets (or POSETs) of events rather than linear 
sequences to construct the geometric regions. Using this technique, untimed states do 
not have an associated region for every firing sequence. Instead, the algorithm gener- 
ates only one geometric region for any set of firing sequences that differ only in the 
firing order of concurrent events. This algorithm is shown in [14] to result in very few 
geometric regions per untimed state, The entire timed state space is explored, so it can 
be used to verify a wide range of timing properties. However, it is limited to specifica- 
tions where the firing time of an event can only be controlled by a single predecessor 
event (known as the single behavioral place (or rule) restriction). This restriction can 
be worked around with graph transformations, but the graph transformations add n! new 
rules for each event with n behavioral rules[15, 16]. In [17], we presented an approxi- 
mate algorithm for exploring the entire state space with POSETs on a general class of 
specifications, lifting the single behavioral rule restriction. However, it may generate 
regions that are larger than necessary. 

This paper presents a new algorithm for timed state space exploration based on geo- 
metric regions and POSETs. This algorithm operates on a very general class of specifi- 
cations, timed event~level (TEL) structures [ 18], which are capable of directly express- 
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ing both event and level causality. Through a straightforward construction (omitted due 
to space constraints), it can be shown that TEL structures are at least as expressive as 
1-safe time Petri nets [19i. TEL structures can also represent some behavior more con- 
cisely due to their ability to specify levels which are not directly supported in time Petri 
nets. While they are not as expressive as timed automata [6], TEL structures represent an 
interesting class of timed automata sufficient to accurately model timed circuit behav- 
ior. Unlike the partial order techniques discussed earlier, the POSET timing algorithm 
does explore every interleaving between event firings, and therefore explores all states 
of the system. This new algorithm dramatically improves the performance of geometric 
region based techniques on highly concurrent systems, making dense-time verification 
extremely competitive with discrete-time when the delay ranges are small and far su- 
perior when the ranges are large. The performance of POSET timing is demonstrated 
by orders of magnitude improvement in runtime and memory usage on several recent 
timing verification benchmarks. 

2 Timed systems and exploration of their timed states 

The process of timing verification begins with a specification of a timed system and 
properties that it must satisfy. To check if these properties are satisfied, the verifica- 
tion algorithm explores the timed state space allowed by the specification. This section 
presents our formalism for modeling timed systems and exploring their state spaces. 

2.1 Timed event/level structures 

The algorithm presented in this paper is applied to specifications in the form of TEL 
structures [18], an extension of timed event-rule structures [15]. TEL structures are very 
well suited to describing asynchronous circuits since they allow both event causality to 
specify sequencing and level causality to specify bit value sampling. This section gives 
a brief overview of TEL structures. See [18] for a more complete description of their 
semantics. A TEL structure is a tuple T = (N, so, A, E ,  R, # )  where: 

1. N is the set of signals; 
2. So = {0, 1} N is the initial state; 
3. A C_ N × { + , - }  U $ is the set of atomic actions; 
4. E C A x (A/" = { 0 ,  1, 2...}) is the set of events; 
5. R ~ E x E x .A/- x (.A/" U {o~}) x (b: {0, 1} N --4. {0, 1}) is the set of rules; 
6. # C_ E x E is the conflict relation. 

The signal set, N,  contains the wires in the specification. The state So contains the 
initial value of each signal in N.  The action set, A, contains for each signal, z, in N, 
a rising transition, z+ ,  and a falling transition, z - .  The set A also includes a dummy 
event, $, which is used to indicate an action that does not result in a signal transition. 
The event set, E ,  contains actions paired with occurrence indices (i.e., (a, i)). Rules 
represent causality between events. Each rule, r, is of the form (e, f ,  l, u, b) where: 

1. e = enabling event, 
2. f = enabled event, 
3. (/, u) = bounded timing constraint, and 
4. b = a sum-of-products boolean function over the signals in N. 
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A rule is enabled if its enabling event has occurred and its boolean function is true 
in the current state. A rule is satisfied if it has been enabled at least I time units. A rule 
becomes expired when it has been enabled u time units. Excluding conflicts, an event 
cannot occur until every rule enabling it is satisfied, and it must occur before every 
rule enabling it has expired. If  a rule's boolean function becomes false after the rule 
has become enabled, but before its enabled event has occurred, this indicates that the 
enabled event has a hazard which is considered a failure during verification. 

The conflict relation, # ,  is used to model disjunctive behavior and choice. When 
two events e and e' are in conflict (denoted e#e ' ) ,  this specifies that either e or e' 
can occur but not both. Taking the conflict relation into account, if two rules have the 
same enabled event and conflicting enabling events, then only one of the two mutually 
exclusive enabling events needs to occur to cause the enabled event. This models a form 
of disjunctive causality. Choice is modeled when two rules have the same enabling event 
and conflicting enabled events. In this case, only one of the enabled events can occur. 

If  a specification is cyclic, then the TEL structure representing it is infinite. How- 
ever, due to its repetitive nature, this infinite behavior can be described with a finite 
model by adding an additional set of rules and conflicts which recursively defines the 
infinite structure [15]. 

2.2 Timed state space exploration 

The untimed state of a TEL structure is composed of two parts: the set of rules whose 
enabling events have occurred, Rm, and the state, so, of all the signals in the system. 
From this untimed state, the set of enabled rules, Re,~, can be constructed by including 
only those members of Rm whose boolean expressions are satisfied by So. In order to 
determine the set of satisfied rules Rs, timing information is needed. It is referred to as 
TI and is included in the timed state (Rm x s c x  TI). 

The state space of a TEL structure is explored using a depth first search. In each 
state, the algorithm chooses a rule from Rs to fire, and places onto the stack the current 
state and the remainder of Rs. It then fires the chosen rule, adds it to a set of fired rules, 
Rf ,  which is part of the timing information, and determines the new timed state. If  R f  
contains a set of rules sufficient to fire an event e, the new timed state has a marking in 
which e has fired. If this timed state has not been seen before, it is added to the state 
space, and a new Rs is calculated. If  a timed state is reached that has been seen before, 
the algorithm pops off the stack a timed state and the list of rules that have not yet been 
explored for that state. When a state that has been seen before is reached and the stack 
is empty, the entire timed state space has been found. 

The timing information must be updated at every rule firing during state space ex- 
ploration. Therefore, it is very important that the procedure for updating it is efficient. 
The timing analysis algorithm presented here uses geometric regions to represent the 
timing information within a timed state. Whenever a rule ri becomes enabled, a clock 
ci is created to be used in timing analysis. The minimum and maximum age differences 
of all the clocks associated with rules in Ren are stored in a constraint matrix M.  Each 
entry m~j in the matrix M has the value max(cj - ci), which is the maximum age dif- 
ference of the clocks. A dummy clock co whose age is uniquely 0 is used to allow the 
inclusion of the minimum and maximum ages of the clocks in M.  In other words, the 
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maximum age of ci is in the entry moi, and the negative of the minimum age of ci is 
in the entry mi0. Note that M only needs to contain information on the timing of the 
rules that are currently in Re,,, not on the whole set of rules. This particular way of 
representing timed regions was first introduced in [7]. This constraint matrix represents 
a convex I Ren I dimensional region. Each dimension corresponds to a rule and the firing 
times of the rule can be anywhere within the space. 

3 Timed state space exploration using POSET timing 

While geometric regions are an effective way to represent dense-time state spaces, the 
number of geometric regions can explode for highly concurrent timed systems [14, 5]. 
In [14], an algorithm is described that uses partially ordered sets (POSETs) of events 
rather than linear sequences to mitigate this state explosion problem. POSET timing 
techniques take advantage of the inherent concurrency in the TEL structure and prevent 
additional regions from being added for different sequences of event firings that lead 
to the same untimed state. This results in a compression of the state space into fewer, 
larger geometric regions that, taken together, contain the same region in space as the 
set of regions generated by the standard geometric technique. Therefore, all properties 
of the system that can be verified with the standard geometric technique can be verified 
with the POSET algorithm. This combination of regions could also be done as each 
region is generated during state space exploration. However the check to see if the 
combination of two regions is convex takes O (n 4) time in the number of constraints in 
the matrix. This check must be done between each new region and all the regions that 
have been generated previously, making this approach prohibitively expensive [ 13]. 

The POSET algorithm maintains a POSET matrix (also know as a process matrix 
in [13, 14, 17]), in addition to the constraint matrix. A POSET is a partially ordered set 
of events created from a TEL structure and a firing sequence. It is constructed from 
a TEL structure as follows: The POSET is initially empty. Events are added in the 
same order as they occur in the firing sequence. For an event in the firing sequence, a 
correspondingly labeled event is added to the POSET. Rules are added to connect the 
newly enabled event to the events in the POSET that enabled it. 

The POSET matrix stores the minimum and maximum possible separations between 
the firing times of all the events in the POSET that are allowed by the firing sequence 
currently being explored. At each iteration, the time separations in the POSET matrix 
are copied into the entries of the constraint matrix that restrict the differences in the 
enabling times of the rules. Events are projected out of the POSET matrix when their 
timing information is no longer needed, so the algorithm only needs to retain and oper- 
ate on local timing information. 

3.1 Partially ordered sets without levels 

When a new event fires and is added to the POSET matrix, the minimum and maximum 
time separations between its firing time and the firing times of all other events in the 
matrix must be determined. This set of separations must be consistent with the rule 
firing sequence that resulted in the current state. The rule firing sequence often limits 
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the separations between events that are possible. There may be separations between 
events that are possible over all firing sequences but are not possible given the current 
one. Therefore, the separations in the POSET matrix must be restricted so that they are 
reachable given the current rule firing sequence. 

The POSET matrix is kept consistent with the current rule firing sequence by en- 
suring that the time separations in-the matrix reflect the causality implied by the current 
rule firing sequence. An event that is enabled by multiple rules does not fire until all 
of these rules have fired. The last rule to fire actually causes the event to fire, and is 
referred to as the causal rule. More formally, a rule rm = (ec, e, l, u) is causal to event 
e given a rule firing sequence r0...rn, if the firing sequence ro. . .rm-1 does not enable 
e and the firing sequence ro...rrn does enable e. A set of rules R j  enables event e if 
Vri = ( e i , e , l , u )  E R :  (r~ E R I)  V (3rj  = (e j ,e ,  l j , u j )  E R I : e i # e j )  [15,17]. 

The significant difference between the POSET technique described here and the 
work presented in [ 13, 14] is the method used to compute the POSET matrix. In [ 13, 14], 
it is not necessary to use explicit causality information since the causal rule is always the 
behavioral rule. With multiple behavioral rules, causality must be considered in order to 
compute a correct POSET matrix. Assume that In is a correct, maximally constraining 
set of inequalities that relate the firing times of a set of events En. When a new event e 
fires with causal rule r = (ee, e, l, u), a new new set of correct, maximally constraining 
inequalities In+l can be computed from In. Initially, In+l is set to equal In. Then, 
In+l is updated with the inequalities t(e) - t(ec) < u and t(ec) - t(e) < -1.  These 
inequalities are always true since no rule can delay the firing of e once its causal rule 
has fired. Next, for each rule ri = (ei, e, li, ui) in Rf ,  the inequality t(ei)  - t(e) < - l i  
needs to be added because each rule enabling e must be satisfied. These new inequalities 
may cause other inequalities in ln+l to no longer be maximally constraining. This 
occurs when there exists a subset of In+l  of the form {t(e) - t(ec) <_ u, t(el) - t(e) < 
- l i ,  t (ei)  - t(ec) < n}  where u - li < n. All of the inequalities in In+1 can be made 
maximally constraining by running Floyd's all pairs shortest path algorithm[7]. 

After the all pairs shortest path algorithm is run, In+1 contains a maximally con- 
straining set of inequalities that includes all the constraints that result from firing e. 
However, minimum and maximum constraint between e and all of the events in En 
must also be included in In+l. These additional constraints are immediately deriv- 
able from the constraints already in In+l.  The maximum constraints are as follows: 
t(e) - t (e j )  < u + raax(t(ec)  - t (e j )  ). This inequality holds since the maximum sepa- 
ration between ej and e occurs when ej happens as much before e 's  causal event as pos- 
sible. If there is a rule r j  -~ (ej, e, lj, ztj) that relates ej and e, then the minimum con- 
straint is t (ej  ) - t ( e )  <_ r a i n ( - l j ,  - ( 1 - m a x ( t ( e j )  - t ( e c )  ) ) ). This inequality holds be- 
cause the minimum separation between ej and e occurs when ej happens as much after 
e 's  causal event as possible, but must be no less than the minimum on the rule relating ej 
and e. The inequalities t (e j )  - t(e) < - l j  are added to In+l  before the all pairs shortest 
path step, and are constrained further to t (e j )  - t ( ] )  <_ - ( l  - max( t (e~)  - t(e) ) ), if 
necessary. If  there is not a rule rj = (ej, e, lj, u j )  that relates ej and e, the minimum 
constraint is simply t (e j )  - t(e) < - ( !  - m a x ( t ( e j )  - t(ec))) .  I~+1 now contains 
a correct, maximally constraining set of inequalities that represent the minimum and 
maximum separations between all the events in En+l = En t2 e. Note that as an op- 
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timization, inequalities that are no longer needed to compute future inequalities are 
removed from ln. Since the base case is simply 10 = 0, this procedure can be used to 
construct correct sets of inequalities for an arbitrary rule firing sequence. 

A geometric region representing the differences in the ages of a set of clocks as- 
sociated with a set of enabled rules Ren c a n  easily be computed given a POSET ma- 
trix using a method similar to the one described in [13, 14]. The maximum difference 
in the ages of the two clocks ci and cj associated with rules r i  = (ei, f i ,  li, ui)  and 
rj = (ej, f j ,  lj, uj) is simply the maximum difference in the firing times of ei and ej 
which is in the POSET matrix a s  t (ei)  - t (e j )  < max. The minimum likewise exists in 
the POSET matrix as t(ej) - t (ei)  < --min. These constraints are simply copied into 
the matrix representing the geometric region. The minimum and maximum bounds of 
the rules are used to set the minimum and maximum age differences between ei and 
co. Floyd's algorithm is then run on the constraint matrix resulting in a maximally con- 
straining set of inequalities. This may further constrain some of the inequalities since 
the POSET inequalities do not take into account the fact that a clock associated with a 
rule may not be older than the maximum bound on the rule. Additionally, the normal- 
ization algorithm described in[ 13] is applied to ensure the state space remains finite. 

Figure 1 illustrates how the POSET timing analysis algorithm solves two of the 
problems that occur when using geometric regions for timed state space exploration: 
region splitting and multiple behavioral rules. In this example, initially the Ren set is 
{(A, B),  (A, C)}, indicating that event A has just fired. The POSET matrix contains a 
single event, A. The constraint matrix shows that the maximum time since A has fired 
is 5. If more than 5 time units had passed, the rule (A, C) would have been forced to 
fire, Since both the rules in R~,~ are enabled by A, the difference in their enabling times 
must be 0, and the region in space that shows this is a 45 degree line. 

From this timed state, either event B or event C can fire. In this example, B fires 
next. The POSET matrix now contains the minimum and maximum separations be- 
tween the firing times of A and B. The values are copied into the constraint matrix. 
After the all pairs shortest path algorithm is run, the separation of 7 that is possible 
between the firing of A and the firing of B in the POSET matrix is reduced to 5 in the 
constraint matrix since rule (A, C) has a maximum bound of 5 and therefore its clock 
cannot be more than 5 time units older than another clock. 

In this state event C or rule (B, D) can fire next and C is chosen. When C fires, the 
POSET matrix no longer needs to contain A since all events it has enabled have fired. 
The POSET matrix shows that B could have fired at most 5 time units after C and C 
could have fired at most 2 time units after B. Now there are three rules enabled and 
the region is 3-dimensional. In the figure, a two dimensional projection of the region 
into the (C, D), (B, D) plane is shown. This region shows the advantage of the POSET 
technique. Even though in this particular firing sequence B fires before C, the region 
produced here contains timing assignments where C fires before B. Since B and C 
occur in parallel, all of  these timing assignments are allowed by the rule firing sequence 
that produced this state. The dashed line in the middle of the region shows the two 
regions that would be generated by standard geometric techniques. The upper region 
contains timing assignments where B fired first, and the lower region contains timing 
assignments where C fired first. 
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I2,5] 

Ren={ [A, B], [A,C]} Current firing sequence={A} 
POSET Matrix Constraint Matrix 

A 0 [A,B] [A,C] 

A[ 0 [A,B~ 0 5 5 
0 0 0 

[A,C] 0 0 0 

Ren={ [A,C], [B,D] } Current firing sequence={ A,B } 

POSET Matrix Constraint Matrix 
A B 0 [A,C] [B,D]. 

A 0 - 3  [A,C~ 0 5 2 
7 0 -3 0 -3 

[B,D] 0 5 0 

Ren={ [B,D], [C,D], [C,E] } Current firing sequence{ A,B,C } 

POSET Matrix Constraint Matrix 
B C 0 [B,D] [C,D] [C,E] 

: 1 0  5 [B,E7 0 2 7 7 
2 0 0 0 5 5 

[C,D] 0 2 0 0 
I 

[C,E] [ 0 2 0 0 

Ren={[D,A], [C,E]} Current firing sequence={A,B,C,D} 

POSET Matrix Constraint Matrix 
(C is causal) (C is causal) 

0 [C,E] [D,A] 
C D [C,E~ 0 10 4 [D,A] 

C I O - 6  0 0 -6 4 

10 0 [D,A] 0 10 0 

(B is causal) 
C D (B is causal) 

0 [C,E] [D,A] 
C 0 -6 [C,E~ 0 10 4 

7 0 0 0 -6 [D,A] 

[D,A] 0 7 0 4 

Geometric Region 

[A, C 5] V 

[A, B] 

Geometric Region 

t .... 
5 

[A, C] 

Geometric Region 
(Projected onto 2 dimenfions) 

[B, D] I 

7 [C,D] 

Geometric Region 
(C is causal) 

[C,EI l0 
(B is causal) 

I 
I 
I 

. . . .  ~ i  I 

[C,E] 10 

Fig. 1. Example of timing with partially ordered sets. 
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In this timed state, rules (B, D),  (C, D), and (C, E)  are enabled. Once both of the 
rules that enable D fire, event D can fire. when D fires, information on event/3 can be 
removed from the POSET matrix, but since C enables another event, E,  it remains. Two 
different maximum separations between C and D are possible depending on whether 
event 6' or event 13 was causal to D, and two different geometric regions result. In this 
example, one region is a subset of the other, but this is not always the case. 

3.2 Partially ordered sets with levels 

In [ 18], we extended a geometric region based timed state space exploration algorithm 
to TEL structures which include arbitrary level annotations. The POSET algorithm pre- 
sented in the previous section can also be extended to TEL structures with a limited 
class of level annotations. The algorithm is based on the ability to determine which pre- 
vious event firing is causal to each new event firing. Recall that in our algorithm, rules 
fire independently of events, and an event fires when a set of rules sufficient to enable it 
have fired. When there are no level expressions, the causal event is simply the enabling 
event of the causal rule. However, if there are level expressions, this is not necessarily 
the case. With levels, a rule does not always become enabled when its enabling event 
fires. A rule only becomes enabled when its enabling event has fired and its level ex- 
pression evaluates to true. Therefore, an event e is causal to event f if the firing of event 
e enables f ' s  causal rule either because it is its enabling event or because it changes the 
value of the state such that f ' s  causal rule becomes enabled. 

Determining this causality is straightforward during state space exploration. When- 
ever a rule fires, its causal event is recorded. Then when an event fires, a procedure 
similar to the one described in the previous subsection is used to determine the new 
set of inequalities that belong in the POSET matrix. The major difference is that now 
any event in the TEL structure may be causal to the firing event and all events need to 
be checked for causality. Additionally, the causality relationship may imply other time 
relationships between event firings. Due to space constraints, they are not described 
here. However, all of the constraints can be easily computed as long as the boolean 
expressions are restricted to pure and and pure or  expressions. This limited class of 
TEL structures is expressive enough to model all TEL structures since more complex 
expressions can be modeled through graph transformations. 

4 R e s u l t s  a n d  c o n c l u s i o n s  

The POSET algorithm drastically reduces the number of geometric regions generated 
during state space exploration of highly concurrent systems. We have also made ad- 
ditional optimizations to the state space exploration process such as eliminating timed 
states to be explored from the stack if a region that is a superset of previous regions is 
found, and reducing the number of  interleavings between rule firings. This new POSET 
timing algorithm along with these optimizations has been implemented within the CAD 
tool ATACS and produce very good results as illustrated with the parameterized timing 
verification benchmarks in this section. 
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The first two, the Alpha and Beta examples, are from [5]. Each stage of the Alpha 
example is composed of a single event which can fire repeatedly at a given interval and 
is not effected by any other events in the system. In [5], they showed that techniques 
based on DBMs (i.e., geometric regions) could only handle 5 stages of this highly con- 
current example while their symbolic discrete-time technique using numerical decision 
diagrams (NDDs) could handle 18 stages in 12 hours on a SUN UltraSparc with 256MB 
of memory. A loglog plot of the results from [5] and our results using POSET timing on 
a SPARC 20 with 128 MB of memory are shown in Figure 2. These results indicate that 
POSET timing is orders of magnitude faster and more memory efficient. In fact, our 
techniques found the reachable states space for 512 stages in about 73 minutes using 
112 MB of memory. This simple example clearly has only one untimed state regardless 
of the number of stages, and POSET timing can represent the timed state space using 
only one geometric region. Our technique does not find the region in its first iteration, 
however. It first finds a number of smaller regions before finding the final region that is 
a superset of all the rest. Therefore, although its performance is very good, it does not 
analyze the example instantaneously. 
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Fig. 2. Comparative performance for the Alpha example. 

One stage of the Beta example is composed of one state bit per stage with two 
events, one to set and one to reset the bit. In [5], they showed that DBMs could only 
handle 4 stages while their technique could handle 9 stages. A semilog plot of their 
results and ours are shown in Figure 3. POSET timing can handle 14 stages in 108 MB 
of memory in just 16 minutes. For the Beta example, the number of states is exactly 
2" where n is the number of stages, so POSET timing could handle an example with 
32 times more untimed states than in [5]. Again, POSET timing is able to represent all 
the timing behavior in this example using one geometric region per state. Clearly, the 
Alpha and Beta examples are ideally suited to our algorithm, but they are used in [5] to 
demonstrate the weakness of traditional geometric region based methods. 
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Fig. 3. Comparative performance for the Beta example. 

The next example is a n-bit synchronous counter. The basic operation of  the counter 
is that when the clock goes high, the next value of the count is determined in from 
the previous value. When the clock goes low, the new value is latched and fed back to 
determine the next count. This example has several events which are enabled by multi- 
pie behavioral rules. In [15], graph transformations are described that can create a new 
specification which satisfies the single behavioral rule restriction allowing verification 
by Orbits [13, 14]. Using these graph transformations, Orbits could only analyze a 
3-bit counter because it required 10,222 geometric regions to find the 64 untimed states. 
With our new POSET timing algorithm, it only requires 294 geometric regions to rep- 
resent the entire timed state space for the 3-bit counter. In fact, our algorithm could 
analyze up to a 6-bit counter. This drastic difference in region count occurs because the 
graph transformation adds n! new rules for each event that has n behavioral rules. In the 
3-bit counter most of  the events had 4 behavioral rules, causing a huge combinatorial 
explosion in the number of  regions. 

The last example is a STAR/communication circuit described in detail in [20, 21]. 
The STAR/circuit is used to communicate between two synchronous systems that are 
operating at the same clock frequency, 7r, but are out-of-phase due to clock skew which 
can vary from 0 to skew. The environment of this circuit is composed of a clk pro- 
cess, a transmitter, and a receiver. The STAR/circuit is composed of  a number of  FIFO 
stages built from 2 C-elements and 1 NOR-gate per stage which each have a delay of  
1 to u. There are two properties that need to be verified: (1) each data value output 
by the transmitter must be inserted into the FIFO before the next one is output (i.e., 
ack(1)- precedes x ( 0 ) . t -  and x ( 0 ) . f - )  and (2) a new data value must be output by 
the FIFO before each acknowledgment from the receiver (i.e., z ( n ) . t +  or z(n).f+ pre- 
cedes ack(n + 1 ) - )  [22]. To guarantee the second property, it is necessary to initialize 
the FIFO to be approximately half-full [21 ]. In addition to these two properties, we also 
verified that every gate is hazard-free (i.e., once a gate is enabled, it cannot be disabled 
until it has fired). 
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There have been two nice proofs of STARI's correctness [21,23], but they have been 
on abstract models. In [22], the authors state that COSPAN which uses the unit-cube (or 
region) technique for timing verification [24] ran out of memory attempting to verify 
a 3 stage gate-level version of STARI on a machine with 1 GB of memory. This paper 
goes on to describe an abstract model of STARI for which they could verify 8 stages 
in 92.4 MB of memory and 1.67 hours. We first verified STARI at the gate-level with 
delays from [22] (i.e., 7r = 12, skew= 1, l = 1, and u = 2). Using POSET timing, we 
can verify a 3 stage STARI in 0.74 MB in only 0.40 seconds. For an 8 stage STARI, the 
verification took 11 MB and only 55 seconds. In fact, POSET timing could verify 10 
stages in 124 MB of memory in less than 20 minutes. This shows a nice improvement 
over the abstraction method and a dramatic improvement over the gate-level verification 
in COSPAN. For 10 stages, POSET timing found 14,531 untimed states and only needed 
14,859 geometric regions to describe the timed state space. This represents a ratio of 
only 1.02 geometric regions per untimed state. 

Finally, the complexity of POSET timing is relatively independent of the timing 
bounds used. We also ran our experiments using I = 97 and u = 201, skew= 101, 
and 7r = 1193 which found more untimed states. With I = 102, we found less untimed 
states. Both cases with higher precision delay numbers had comparable performance to 
the one with lower precision delay numbers. This shows that higher precision timing 
bounds can be efficiently verified and can lead to different behaviors. It would not be 
possible to use this level of precision with a discrete-time or unit-cube based technique, 
since the number of states would explode with such large numbers. 

Our results clearly show that POSET timing can dramatically improve the efficiency 
of timing verification allowing larger, more concurrent timed systems to be verified. It 
does so without eliminating parts of the state space, so it does not limit the properties 
that can be verified. In the future, we plan to further increase the size and generality 
of the specifications that can be verified with the POSET method. We believe the ab- 
straction technique from [22] and POSET timing methods are orthogonal, and we are 
interested in trying to combine them for further improvement. Finally, our algorithm 
currently represents the state space explicitly, and we are working on applying implicit 
techniques. Our preliminary results show that this can lead to a significant improvement 
in memory performance [25]. 
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